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LOT #

A folded original one sheet poster for the 1983 film,
"Star Wars Return of the Jedi". Movie was directed by
George Lucas and stars Mark Hamill, Carrie Fischer
and Harrison Ford. One-sheet measures 27"x41".
Poster is in overall great shape with light wear around
the folds. See pictures for further condition details.
Frame is not included.

Star Wars Return of the Jedi 1983 One-Sheet
Poster

1

27" x 41" poster. Folded. Overall this appears to be in
excellent condition as pictured.

Raiders of the Lost Ark 1982 Rerelease Poster2

Lot of 2 mini posters with artwork by Richard Amsel (16
1/4" x 23 1/2" inches). Edge and general wear as
pictured.

Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981) Mini-Posters
(x2)

2a

A vintage rolled original one sheet poster for, "Mad
Max Beyond Thunderdome". Film was directed by
George Miller and stars Mel Gibson, Tina Turner, and
more. Poster is in overall great visual shape but
exhibits signs of light to moderate general wear such as
edge wear, creases, tears, and minor portions of
staining. See pictures for further condition details.

Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome 1985 1sh
Poster

3

A vinyl Theater Banner of the 2019 film Avengers:
Endgame. Theater banner is double-sided and also
features the poster for Penguins a Disney Nature
documentary. Banner measures approximately 8'X5'.
Banner is rolled and in overall good condition with
some signs of wear such as wrinkles or scuffing.
Please see photos for condition details.

Avengers Endgame (2019) - Double Sided
Banner

4

LOT #

15 stills. 3 of the photos have editorial directions on the
fronts and 2 of them have stamps from George
Whitear, the still photographer for Star Wars: Episode
V The Empire Strikes Back. Stills are in nice shape
with condition as pictured.

Empire Strikes Back Production Stills Lot
(1980)

5

Lot includes a style B movie poster (27" x 41"), set of
(12) color stills (8" x 10") and an ad pad/pressbook (15"
x 11") in original folder. Movie poster is folded and in
overall good shape with tack/staple holes in corner and
a small fold tear. Ad pad/pressbook is in nice shape
with little wear. The folder opens to reveal a large
Black Hole logo image. The color stills are in excellent
condition.

The Black Hole 1979 Poster/Ad Book/Photos6

A vintage folded original double-sided one sheet
(27"x40") poster for, "The Sandlot". Film was directed
by David Mickey Evans and was released by 20th
Century Studios. Poster is in overall nice visual shape
but exhibits signs of moderate wear such as edge wear,
creases, and areas of fold wear and or fold separation.
See pictures for further condition details.

The Sandlot 1993 Double Sided 1sh Poster7

A folded original one sheet poster for the 1984 film,
"Class of 1984", a crime thriller film of a new teacher at
a troubled inner-city high school who ends up clashing
with a delinquent punk posse who run the institute with
an iron fist. Movie was directed by Mark L. Lester and
stars Tim Van Patten and Perry King. One-sheet
measures 27"x41". Poster is in overall great shape with
some light wear along the folds and minor creasing.
See pictures for further condition details. Frame is not
included.

Class of 1984 Movie One-Sheet Poster8

Lot includes 2 different Time Bandit movie posters and
set of 8 stills with folder for Jabberwocky by Terry
Gilliam. The rerelease posters are folded and measure

Time Bandits/Jabberwocky Posters/More Lot9

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
14" x 36" and 27" x 41". The stills are 8" x 10". The
posters are in overall nice shape with some minor edge
wear as pictured. Stills are in nice shape. The
Jabberwocky folder has some moderate shelf wear.

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the cult
classic B-movie, "The Oblong Box", a gothic horror film
based on a story written by Edgar Allen Poe. Features
Vincent Price and Christopher Lee. Poster is in overall
great shape but exhibits signs of light general wear
such as edge wear, creases, tears, and areas of fold
separation and fold wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Oblong Box 1969 Vincent Price Poster10

Two bus shelter posters for two 2018 films: Christopher
Robin and Incredibles 2. Bus Shelters measure
approximately 4'x6'. Posters are rolled and in overall
great condition with some signs of wear such as light
scuffing or light creases near the edges. Please see
photos for condition details.

Christopher Robin + Incredibles 2 Bus Shelter11

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "After
Hours". Film was directed by Martin Scorsese and stars
Griffin Dunne, Rosanna Arquette, and more. Poster is
in overall great visual shape but exhibits signs of light
to moderate general wear such as edge wear, creases,
and areas of fold wear and or fold separation. See
pictures for further condition details.

After Hours '85 Martin Scorsese B-Style 1sh
Poster

12

International movie posters. Posters are in Danish text.
Both posters measure 24 1/4" x 33 1/2". The art for
Vacation was done by the legendary Boris Vallejo. The
poster art for European Vacation was done by Enzo
Sciotti. Overall nice shape with no tack holes. General
edge wear and fold creasing.

National Lampoon Vacation + European Movie
Posters

13

Original movie poster and press book for the 1966 film
starring Tony Bennett. The 27" x 41" poster is folded
and has general wear including staple/tack holes along
the edge with a couple of fold tears as pictured. The
press/ad book is in nice shape with moderate cover
wear.

The Oscar (1966) Movie Poster/Pressbook/T.
Bennett

14

LOT #

A folded original one sheet poster for the 1983 film,
"Trading Places". Movie was directed by John Landis
and stars Eddie Murphy and Dan Aykroyd. One-sheet
measures 27"x41". Poster is in overall great shape and
exhibits signs of wear along the folds and tack holes
from previous hanging. See pictures for further
condition details. Frame is not included.

Trading Places 1983 One-Sheet Poster15

3 vintage Fantasia souvenir programs. Includes the
1940, 1970 Pop art and 1977 versions. The 1940
version measures 12 5/8" x 9 5/8". The 1970 pop art
version is 9 7/8" x 7 7/8". The 1977 version is 8 5/8" x 8
5/8". Programs are complete and have some varied
conditions as pictured.

Fantasia (Disney) 1940/1970 Pop/1977
Programs

16

A vintage rolled original VHS video store promo poster
for the TV Pilot Episode, "Star Trek: The Cage".
Measures roughly 27" x 40". Poster is in overall great
visual shape but exhibits signs of light general wear
such as creases, minor abrasions, and edge wear.  See
pictures for further condition details.

Star Trek The Cage 1986 TV Pilot VHS Promo
Poster

17

Two bus shelter posters for the 2018 film Jurassic
World Fallen Kingdom. Includes an Advance Version B
poster and official poster. Bus Shelters measure
approximately 4'x6'. Posters are rolled and in overall
good condition with creasing and scuffs. Please see
photos for condition details.

Jurassic World Fallen Kingdom Bus Shelter (2)18

3 movie posters and a 2 pressbooks. Includes the
1970s posters, Swinging Wives (28" x 42"), Squeeze
Play (25" x 38") and A Very Curious Girl (27" x 41") as
well as Housewives Report and Too Hot to Handle
pressbooks. Posters are folded. Squeeze Play and A
Very Curious Girl posters are in great shape. The
Swinging Wives poster appears complete, but has
some general edge wear as some creasing. The
Housewives Report pressbook is still sealed in the
original envelope (rare!). The Too Hot To Handle
pressbook is in overall good shape, but has a cut
corner as pictured.

Vintage Sexploitation Poster/Pressbook Lot19

A Universal Monsters Spinature turntable mini-bust
figure of The Gill-Man from "The Creature from the

Creature From The Black Lagoon Spinatures
Figure

20

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Black Lagoon" produced by Waxwork Records in 2020.
Figure is brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. Box is in overall excellent shape
with minimal wear but has minor bubble abrasions. See
pictures for further condition details.

A vintage Coca-Cola Company "Star Wars V: Empire
Strikes Back" #2 of 3 poster from 1980. Piece features
artwork by Boris Vallejo. Measures roughly 18" x 24".
Poster is in overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs
of moderate general wear such as edge wear, tack
holes, abrasions, creases, various tears, and a torn
corner. The bottom portion of the poster exhibits the
most signs of wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

Star Wars Empire Strikes Back #2 Coca-Cola
Poster

21

Six folded one-sheet posters for various romance
movies such as "Sophie's Choice", "High Road To
China", "Tough Enough", "Class", "Private School", and
"Tootsie". One-sheets measure 27"x41". Poster are in
overall great shape but exhibits signs of wear along the
folds, minor surface scuffs, and light creasing. See
pictures for further condition details.

Assorted Romance and More One-Sheet
Poster Lot (6)

22

Original 1967 insert poster. 14" x 36". Folded. Overall
good shape with some general wear and creases with
some small tears on the edge and some staple holes
present as pictured.

Sonny and Cher 1967 Good Times Movie
Poster

23

Lot of (2) posters and 2 promo sheets for the natural
disaster suspense thriller starring Sean Connery,
Natalie Wood, and Karl Malden. Includes the original
1979 English language poster that measures 14" x 36",
is folded and in overall nice shape with little wear. No
tack holes. The second poster is the International
Danish language poster that measures 24 1/4" x 33
1/2". This poster is folded and has some general edge
wear and fold creasing with no tack holes. Lastly, there
are 2 Japanese language mini/poster promos. These
are in nice shape with little wear.

Meteor 1979 Movie
Poster+International+Promos

24

Two bus shelter posters for the 2018 film Aquaman.
Includes an IMAX poster and Version C poster. Bus
Shelters measure approximately 4'x6'. Posters are

Aquaman (2018) - Bus Shelter Lot of (2)25

LOT #
rolled and in overall good condition with some signs of
wear such as light scuffing or light creases. Please see
photos for condition details.

A 1998 promotional Seven of Nine #303 cardboard
cutout standee. Dimensions are unavailable without
opening box. Item is unassembled and new in box. A
stock photo has been utilized for the first image and
some visual discrepancies may be present. See
pictures for further condition details.

K-9 Jim Belushi 1989 Promotional Cardboard
Standee

25a

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "Star
Trek IV: The Voyage Home". Film was directed by
Leonard Nimoy and stars Nimoy, William Shatner,
James Doohan, DeForest Kelley, and more. Poster is
in overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs of light
general wear such as edge wear, tack holes, corner
creases, and areas of fold wear and or fold separation.
See pictures for further condition details.

Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home 1986 1sh
Poster

26

Lot includes a movie poster, 2 pressbooks, stills and a
set of lobby cards.  The movie poster is an English
poster for the movie, That'll Be The Day (27" x 40").
Pressbooks include The Magic Christian and Blindman.
The lobby card set of 8 (8" x 10") is from the Magic
Christian. Also included is a set of 10 black and white
stills from Caveman and a couple of black and white
stills from the Magic Christian.  The poster is folded,
appears to be in nice shape with some general wear as
pictured. The pressbooks are complete with some light
to moderate cover wear. The stills and lobby cards
appear to be in nice shape with the exception of one of
the Magic Christian black and white stills (it has some
general wear).

Ringo Starr Movie
Poster/Stills/Pressbook+More Lot

27

The movie poster measures 27" x 41, is folded and
appears to be in nice shape with little ear. The
hardcover is an adaptation of the movie with loads of
color pictures. The book is in nice shape with little shelf
wear as pictured.

Flash Gordon (1980) Movie Poster + Hardcover28

Two folded one-sheet posters for action/comedy
movies "Easy Money" and "48 Hrs". One-sheets
measure 27"x41". Poster are in overall great shape but

Easy Money + 48 Hrs One-Sheet Poster Lot of
(2)

29

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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exhibits signs of wear along the folds, light creases,
and tack holes from previous hanging. See pictures for
further condition details.

A vintage folded original one sheet (27"x41") poster for,
"Bad News Bears in Breaking Training". Film was
directed by Michael Pressman and stars Jackie Earle
Haley and William Devane. 

Poster is in overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs
of light to moderate wear such as edge wear, creases,
tanning, writing/stamp marks on the back, and areas of
fold wear and or fold separation. 

See pictures for further condition details.

Bad News Bears In Breaking Training '77 1sh
Poster

30

A vintage folded original one sheet (27"x41") poster for,
"Night Moves". Film was directed by Arthur Penn and
stars James Woods, Gene Hackman, Susan Clark, and
more. Poster is in overall nice visual shape but exhibits
signs of moderate wear such as edge wear, creases,
tack holes, small staining on the back, and areas of
fold wear and or fold separation. See pictures for
further condition details.

Night Moves (1975) James Woods 1sh Poster31

A Deadpool 2 IMAX bus shelter poster from 2018. Bus
shelter is the Unicorn version poster. Bus Shelters
measure approximately 4'x6'. Poster is rolled and in
overall great condition with some signs of wear such as
light creases near the edges. Please see photos for
condition details.

Deadpool 2 (2018) IMAX Bus Shelter - Unicorn32

2 movie posters, 2 pressbooks and a set of lobby
cards. Includes the 1970s posters, El Sex Me Da Risa
(Spanish, 22 3/4" x 33"), My Pleasure is My Business
(27" x 41"), the pressbooks for Emmanuelle, The
Amorous Adventure of Moll Flanders  and a set of 8
lobby cards for Dirty Duck (8" x 10") . Posters are
folded. The El Sex Me Da Risa appears to be in nice
shape with little wear. The My Pleasure is My Business
(Xaviera Hollander) poster appears in overall good
shape with some general edge wear as some fold
creasing. The Dirty Duck lobby cards are in excellent
condition. The press/ad books are in overall nice shape
with light to moderate wear as pictured.

Vintage Sexploitation Poster/Lobby
Cards/Pressbook

33

LOT #

A vintage Taxi Driver UK poster which has been
mounted on cardboard. Measures approximately 24 x
34 3/4". Condition as pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Taxi Driver Vintage Mounted UK Poster33a

3 movie posters. Includes Gilda Live, Hanky Panky and
a teaser poster for First Family. The posters are all
folded and measure 27" x 41". They are in overall nice
shape with varied general wear as pictured.

Gilda Radner Comedy Movie Posters Lot of (3)34

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "Stroker
Ace". Film was directed by Hal Needham and stars
Burt Reynolds and Loni Anderson. Poster is in overall
great visual shape but exhibits signs of light general
wear such as edge wear, creases, tack holes, portions
of staining, and areas of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

Stroker Ace (1983) Burt Reynolds 1sh Poster35

A folded original one sheet poster for the 1982 film,
"Friday the 13th Part 3". Movie was directed by Steve
Miner and stars Richard Brooker and Dana Kimmel.
One-sheet measures 27"x41". Poster is in overall great
shape but exhibits signs of light wear along the folds as
well as some light scuffs. See pictures for further
condition details. Frame is not included.

Friday the 13th Part 3 1982 One-Sheet Poster36

1960s comedy featuring Dick Van Dyke. Lot includes a
one sheet, half sheet and lobby card set (8 cards).
Items in this lot appear to be in overall good shape with
some general wear as pictured. The one-sheet has a
fold tear and some corner tack holes. A few small holes
are present on the half sheet as well as some of the
corners on the lobby cards.

Fitzwilly Dick Van Dyke 1968 Posters/Lobby
Cards

37

Lot includes the Godzilla 1998 press kit with 13 stills,
production/cast notes with a folder that roars when
opened (batteries are low) and the 2005 King Kong kit
that comes with the folder, production/cast notes and a
foldout. Godzilla stills appear to be in excellent
condition as do the production/cast notes for Godzilla
and King Kong. Folders have wear as pictured.

Godzilla (1998) + King Kong (2005)  Pressbook
Kits

38

A vinyl Theater Banner of the 2017 film Blade Runner
2049. Banner measures approximately 8'X5'. Banner is

Blade Runner 2049 (2017) - Vinyl Theater
Banner

39

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
rolled and in overall good condition with some signs of
wear such as light scuffing. Please see photos for
condition details.

A vintage folded 22"x32" video cassette promo poster
for, "Better Off Dead". Film was directed by Savage
Steve Holland and stars John Cusack, Aaron Dozier,
and more. Poster is in overall great visual shape but
exhibits signs of light general wear such as edge wear,
creases, and areas of fold wear and or fold separation.
See pictures for further condition details.

Better off Dead (1985) Video Cassette Promo
Poster

40

A variety of seven science fiction related posters and
prints. Includes properities for Star Trek, Star Wars,
Blade Runner, and more! Conditions as pictured. See
pictures for further details.

Sci-Fi Related Poster & Print Lot of (7)40a

A vintage rolled original one sheet poster for, "Raging
Bull". Film was directed by Martin Scorsese and stars
Robert De Niro, Joe Pesci, and more. Poster is in
overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs of moderate
general wear such as edge wear, creases, tears,
abrasions, and portions of tanning/staining. See
pictures for further condition details.

Raging Bull 1980 Robert De Niro Advance 1sh
Poster

41

Includes (2) 27" x 41" movie posters for The Three
Amigos and Dirty Rotten Scoundrels as well as a
promo/mini poster for Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid (22"
x 17"). Posters are in overall good shape with some
general wear as pictured. The promo is a fold out to
look like an old detective magazine. The promo
appears to be in nice shape with minor wear.

Steve Martin Comedies Movie Posters/Promo
Lot

42

Lot of (3) Includes Alice in Acidland (1969), Witchcraft
'70 (1969, Anton LaVey), Caligula (1980, Japanese
text) and Slithis (1978). Overall nice shape with
condition as pictured. A few of the ad slicks were cut
from the Slithis pressbook as pictured.

1960s-80s Cult/Horror Pressbooks/Program43

3 movie posters and a pressbook. Includes the
following posters, Should a School Girl Tell (German
film/English language poster 22 3/8" x 33 1/2"), Chesty
Anderson U.S. Navy (27" x 41") and Pom Pom Girls
(27" x 41") as well as the pressbook for This Stuff'll Kill

Vintage Sexploitation Movie
Posters/Pressbook

44

LOT #
Ya!. Posters are folded. The posters are in overall nice
shape with some general edge wear with fold creasing.
The Pom Pom Girls poster has some tears are present
on edges and along folds. The Chesty Anderson poster
has tape present on edges as pictured. The pressbook
is in overall good shape with moderate cover and edge
wear as pictured.

A vintage 51st Annual Academy Awards program from
1979. All pages are present. Overall, this book is in
nice visual shape but has light to moderate storage
wear such as light spinal wear, portions of staining,
rusty staples, cover abrasions, and general edge wear.
See pictures for further condition details.

51st Annual Academy Awards (1979) Oscars
Program

45

Two bus shelter posters for early 2000's films. Includes
a Blade Trinity (2004) and Coraline (2009) Teaser
poster. Bus Shelters measure approximately 4'x6'.
Posters are rolled and in overall nice condition with
wear along the edges, tears, and creasing. Coraline
shows more notable wear. Please see photos for
condition details.

Blade Trinity + Coraline Bus Shelter Poster46

Lot includes a 14" x 36" poster for Let's Spend the
Night Together from 1982 and a pressbook for the
1970 British crime drama film starring Mick Jagger.
The poster is in overall nice shape with some slight
discoloration to portions of the edges. No tack holes.
Pressbook is complete with general storage wear as
pictured.

Rolling Stones/Mick Jagger Movie Poster
Pressbook

47

Close Encounters of the Third Kind. Includes 3 posters,
a program and a mini lobby card (stills) set. Posters
include a folded one sheet (27" x 41"), Close
Encounters of the Second Kind Teaser (UK 20" x 30"),
Thought Factory (23" x 35") poster, official souvenir
program and set of (8) mini lobby cards. Items in this
lot are in overall nice shape as pictured, but the one
sheet does have some general wear and tape repair.

Close Encounters Posters/Program/Lobby
Card Lot

48

A vintage folded original one sheet (27"x41") poster for,
"The Man Who Would Be King". Film was directed by
John Huston and stars Sean Connery, Michael Caine,
and more. Poster is in overall nice visual shape but

The Man Who Would Be King 1975 Connery
1sh Poster

49

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
exhibits signs of moderate wear such as edge wear,
creases, tears, staining, light tanning, and areas of fold
wear and or fold separation. See pictures for further
condition details.

Three folded one-sheet posters for various comedy
movies such as "The Missionary", "Young Doctors In
Love", and "Private School". One-sheets measure
27"x41". Poster are in overall great shape but exhibits
signs of wear along the folds and light creases. See
pictures for further condition details.

Assorted Comedy One-Sheet Poster Lot of (3)50

Seven rolled vintage to modern posters of both movies
and TV shows. Includes posters primarily from the
1980s to 1990s. Condition as pictured. See pictures for
further condition details.

Vintage to Modern Rolled Move Poster Lot of
(7)

50a

A brand new and factory sealed House (otherwise
known as Hausu) Original Motion Picture Soundtrack
LP colored vinyl record produced by Waxwork Records
in 2022. Packaging is in overall excellent condition.
See pictures for further condition details.

Hausu/House OST Waxwork Records LP Vinyl51

6 page 1960’s rerelease double pressbook for the Sean
Connery / James Bond 007 thrillers Dr. No and From
Russia with Love. This folded pressbook measures
11"x17" and is complete. Overall this appears to be in
nice shape with condition as pictured.

James Bond Dr. Russia With Love Pressbook52

Two bus shelter posters for the 2019 film Shazam!.
Includes an IMAX Poster and Poster B. Bus Shelters
measure approximately 4'x6'. Posters are rolled and in
overall great condition with some signs of wear such as
light scuffing or light creases. Please see photos for
condition details.

Shazam! (2019) - Bus Shelter Lot of (2)53

A vintage original half sheet poster for, "Raging Bull".
Film was directed by Martin Scorsese and stars Robert
De Niro, Joe Pesci, and more. Poster is in overall nice
visual shape but exhibits signs of moderate general
wear such as edge wear, creases, tears, moisture
damage, and portions of tanning/staining. See pictures
for further condition details.

Raging Bull 1980 Martin Scorsese Half Sheet
Poster

54

LOT #

14" x 36" insert poster. Folded. Overall good shape
with top crease and pink printer stripe.

James Bond View to A Kill 14" x 36"
Poster/1985

55

A 1998 promotional Seven of Nine #303 cardboard
cutout standee. Lifesize and measures roughly 21" x
72" tall. A stock photo has been utilized for the first
image and some visual discrepancies may be present.
See pictures for further condition details.

Star Trek Voyage Seven of Nine Cardboard
Standee

56

A folded original one sheet poster for the 1982 film,
"Pink Floyd: The Wall", a British live action/adult
animated surrealist musical drama film based on Pink
Floyd's 1979 album. Movie was directed by Alan
Parker and stars Bob Geldof and Christine Hargreaves.
One-sheet measures 27"x41". Poster is in overall nice
shape and exhibits signs of wear along the folds,
creasing, and tape repairs along the corners. See
pictures for further condition details. Frame is not
included.

Pink Floyd: The Wall 1982 One-Sheet Poster57

Includes an original pressbook for Diamonds are
Forever, Octopussy one-sheet and 7 of the 8 mini
lobby cards(stills) from Live and Let Die. The 8 page
pressbook is complete and in good shape with
moderate wear. The mini lobby card set (8" x 10") is
only missing card 2. It is in nice shape with little wear.
The Octopussy poster has general wear and a portion
of the poster has edge tear.

James Bond Poster/Lobby Card/Pressbook
Lot

58

A vintage Coca-Cola Company "Star Wars V: Empire
Strikes Back" #3 of 3 poster from 1980. Piece features
artwork by Boris Vallejo. Measures roughly 18" x 24".
Poster is in overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs
of moderate general wear such as edge wear, tack
holes, abrasions, creases, and a torn corner. See
pictures for further condition details.

Star Wars Empire Strikes Back #3 Coca-Cola
Poster

59

Three bus shelter posters for films Mortal Engines
(2018) and Us (2019). Includes two Us posters. Bus
Shelters measure approximately 4'x6'. Posters are
rolled and in overall great condition with some wear
along the edges. Please see photos for condition

Mortal Engines + Us Bus Shelter Poster Lot of
(3)

60

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
details.

A vintage, folded, original one sheet poster for the cult
classic B-movie, "X: The Man with the X-Ray Eyes", a
science-fiction horror movie. Poster is in overall great
shape but exhibits signs of light general wear such as
edge wear, creases, tears, and areas of fold separation
and fold wear. There are portions of markings/writing
present on the back of the poster. See pictures for
further condition details.

X: The Man with the X-Ray Eyes 1963 AIP 1sh
Poster

61

Lot includes an Academy Awards consideration book
for Animal House, the one-sheet for Continental Divide
(27" x 41") and the 1941 Starlog special. The
consideration book is complete with some cover wear
as pictured. The Starlog special for 1941 appears in
Fine condition. The Continental Divide poster appears
in overall nice shape with a spot of discoloration on the
back that does not affect front image.

John Belushi Poster/Magazine/Academy
Awards Book

62

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "The
Losers", an American war biker film. Movie is also
known under the title, "Nam's Angels". Film was
directed by Jack Starett and stars William Smith, Ana
Corita, and more. Poster is in overall nice visual shape
but exhibits signs of moderate general wear such as
edge wear, tack holes, tears, creases, and areas of fold
wear and or fold separation. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Losers 1970 "Nam's Angels" 1sh Poster63

Four folded one-sheet posters for various comedy
movies such as "The Survivors", "Homework", "Spring
Fever", and "Honkytonk Man". One-sheets measure
27"x41". Poster are in overall great shape but exhibits
signs of wear along the folds, light creases, and some
scuffing. See pictures for further condition details.

Assorted Comedy One-Sheet Poster Lot of (4)64

Lot includes the Press Kit for 9 to 5, the Advance
theatrical poster for Steel Magnolias (27" x 41") and the
video release poster for Straight Talk (26" x 40"). The
press kit contains 5 color mini lobby cards(stills) and
production notes in a photo cover folder. The posters
are in overall good shape with general edge wear as
pictured. The press kit has cover wear.

Dolly Parton Movie Poster/Press Kit+More Lot65

LOT #

Lot includes: Fiendish Plot of Dr Fu Manchu (1980,
Peter Sellers), Arthur 1981 (Dudley Moore B style), The
Big Gag (1987), Something Wild 1986 (Jonathan
Demme), Three Men and A Baby (1987, Tom Selleck)
and Jupiter's Thigh 1980 (French). All posters are
folded and measure 27" x 41" with the exception of the
big gag (24" x 35 1/2"). Posters are in overall good
shape with some general/edge wear as some fold
creasing.

1980s Comedies Movie Poster Lot/Peter
Sellers+More

66

Four vintage 1980s Return of the Jedi Star Wars
posters. Largest poster measures roughly 22"x34" for
reference. Condition as pictured. See pictures for
further condition details.

Star Wars Return of the Jedi 1980s Poster Lot
of 4

66a

Lot includes a set of 8 mini lobby cards(color stills)
from Desperately Seeking Susan and 14 black and
white stills in a color folder for Who's That Girl. Both
films star Madonna. Overall excellent condition as
pictured.

Madonna 1980s Movie Stills/Lobby Card Lot67

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "Star
Trek II: The Wrath of Khan". Film was directed by
Nicholas Meyer and stars Leonard Nimoy, William
Shatner, James Doohan, DeForest Kelley, and more.
Poster is in overall great visual shape but exhibits signs
of light to moderate general wear such as edge wear,
creases, and areas of fold wear and or fold separation.
Most wear is concentrated along the bottom of the
poster. See pictures for further condition details.

Star Trek II The Wrath of Khan 1982 1sh Poster68

A folded original one sheet poster for the 1983 film,
"Octopussy", the thirteenth film in the James Bond
Series. Movie was directed by John Glen and stars
Roger Moore and Maud Adams. One-sheet measures
27"x41". Poster is in overall great shape and exhibits
signs of wear along the folds. See pictures for further
condition details. Frame is not included.

Octopussy James Bond 1983 One-Sheet
Poster

69

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "Carry
On Doctor", a British comedy film. Film was directed by
Gerald Thomas and stars Frankie Howerd, Sid James,
and more. Poster is in overall great visual shape but

Carry On Doctor (1972) British Comedy 1sh
Poster

70

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
exhibits signs of moderate general wear such as edge
wear, tears, portions of discoloration, creases, and
areas of fold wear and or fold separation. See pictures
for further condition details.

Lot includes 3 original 11" x 14" lobby cards. 2 are from
the movie Girls, Girls, Girls! (1960) and 1 is from
Paradise- Hawaiian Style (1965). Lobby cards appear
to be in nice shape with condition as pictured.

Elvis 1960s Movies Lobby Card Lot71

A vintage rolled original one sheet poster for, "Cat
People", a thriller/horror film. Film was directed by Paul
Schrader and stars Nastassja Kinski, Malcolm
McDowell, and more. Poster is in overall great visual
shape but exhibits signs of light general wear such as
edge wear, creases, and dimpling toward the bottom.
See pictures for further condition details.

Cat People (1982) Advance Film 1sh Poster72

Lot includes an original 1978 Grease program (pop up
folder) with 2 tickets, card, 5 black and white stills with
studio stationary page. Also included is a Grease 2
movie poster (27" x 41"). Program appears to be in
nice shape with little wear. The Grease 2 poster is
folded and has some general edge wear and some fold
creasing.

Grease (1978) Program w/Extras + Grease 2
Poster

73

A collection of two double-sided vinyl movie theater
banners including a 2018 Avengers: Infinity
War/Incredibles 2, and a 2015 Antman/Inside Out.
Banners measure approximately 8'X5'. Banners are
rolled and are in overall good condition with some signs
of wear such as light scuffing or wrinkles. Please see
photos for condition details.

Avengers/Antman Vinyl Theater Banners Lot
of (2)

74

Includes 4 posters, a mini lobby card (stills)set and a
program from 1980s movies starring or about music
artists. The mini lobby card/color stills set of 8  comes
from the movie, Give My Regards to Broad Street
starring Paul McCartney.  The pressbook/kit is from the
movie, Bring On The Night starring Sting (folder, 4
B&W stills, production info). The 4 posters include Sid
and Nancy (1987 video release), U2 Rattle and Hum,
The Bride (A Sting crime/thriller) and The
Commitments (1991). min lobby cards are in excellent
condition. Pressbook is in nice shape with some folder
wear. Posters are all folded and have some varied

1980s/90s Music Movies Movie Collectibles Lot75

LOT #
general wear as pictured.

A collection of five 1989 Batman Posters and one 1990
Flash poster. Batman posters are rolled, new in
package and include posters #1518, 1520, 1521, 1523,
and 1569. Overall posters are in great condition as they
mostly new in package. Some creasing may have
occurred from storage, but cannot be confirmed as
posters are sealed. Please see photos for further
condition details.

Batman 1989 & The Flash Poster Lot of (6)75a

Pressbooks with promotional/advertising material for
Head (1968) and 200 Motels 1971. Both pressbooks
are complete. Light to moderate wear as pictured.

Monkees Head/Zappa 200 Motels Vintage
Pressbooks

76

A set of five 8"x10" lobby cards, which includes #1-2,
5-7, for Brian De Palma's 1974 cult rock opera film,
"Phantom of the Paradise" distributed by 20th Century
Fox. Stars actors/actresses such as Paul WIlliams,
Jessica Harper, and more! Overall, these lobby cards
present themselves to be in great shape, however,
each card has general wear such as edge wear,
surface scratches, blunted corners, and has written
marks on the back of each card. See pictures for
further condition details.

Phantom of the Paradise Brian De Palma
Lobby Cards

77

Two folded one-sheet posters for Family movies
"Bambi" (the re-release) and "The Toy". One-sheets
measure 27"x41". Poster are in overall great shape but
exhibits signs of wear along the folds, and minor
scuffing. See pictures for further condition details.

Bambi + The Toy One-Sheet Poster Lot of (2)78

Includes an original Funny Girl (1969) 27" x 41" poster
and the pressbook for A Star is Born (1975) Both films
starred Barbra Streisand. Pressbook is complete with
minor storage wear as pictured The poster is complete,
but has some general wear with some tearing as
pictured. Some of the edges have tape.

A Star Is Born/Funny Girl Streisand
Collectibles

79

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the cult
classic B-movie, "The Return of Count Yorga", a
horror comedy film from 1971. Film was directed by
Bob Kelljan, distributed by American International
Pictures, and stars Robert Quarry and Roger Perry.

The Return of Count Yorga '71 Robert Quarry
Poster

80

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Poster is in overall great shape but exhibits signs of
light general wear such as edge wear, creases, portions
of discoloration, and areas of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for,
"Perceval", a French historical drama film. Film was
directed by Eric Rohmer and stars Fabrice Luchini,
Pascale Ogier, and more. Poster is in overall nice
visual shape but exhibits signs of moderate general
wear such as edge wear, tears, portions of
discoloration, creases, and areas of fold wear and or
fold separation. See pictures for further condition
details.

Perceval 1978 Rohmer Fabrice Luchini 1sh
Poster

81

Two bus shelter posters including The Mummy (2017)
and an IMAX Predator (2018). Posters are rolled and
are in overall great condition with some signs of wear
such as light scuffing or edge creasing. Please see
photos for condition details.

The Mummy (2017) + Predator (2018) Bus
Shelters

82

Original pressbooks for Beneath the Planet of the Apes
and the rerelease and premiere of the split bill, Planet
of the Apes/Beneath the Planet of the Apes. Both are in
nice shape with little wear as pictured.

Planet of the Apes + Beneath Pressbooks83

Lot includes an original half sheet poster (22" x 28")
and an original program with 4 color photos and a
pressbook  from the 1973 film, Jesus Christ Superstar.
Poster is on thick stock with average wear. The
pressbook, program and photos are in overall good
shape with some varied storage wear as pictured.

Jesus Christ Superstar
Poster/Program/Pressbook

84

Three folded one-sheet posters for various drama
movies such as "Nightshift", "Man, Woman, and Child",
and "Monsignor". One-sheets measure 27"x41". Poster
are in overall nice shape but exhibits signs of wear
along the folds, light creases, and minor tears. The
backside of the Nightshift poster shows a considerable
amount of writing, but it does not appear to affect the
front. See pictures for further condition details.

Assorted Drama One-Sheet Poster Lot of (3)85

A vintage 63rd Annual Academy Awards program
booklet from 1991. All pages are present. Overall, this

63rd Annual Academy Awards (1991) Oscars
Program

86

LOT #
book is in great visual shape but has light storage wear
such as light spinal wear and general edge wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

Lot includes one-sheets for Airport 75 and Airport 77 as
well as the Airport 75 special magazine. Posters both
measure 27" x 41".  The Airport 77 poster is in overall
good shape with some general edge wear with fold
creasing as pictured. The Airport 75 poster is in overall
fair condition with some general edge wear with fold
creases. The magazine appears to be VG/VG+.

Airport 75 + 77 Movie Posters/Magazine Lot87

1963 half-sheet movie poster and an official souvenir
program from the film, It's A Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad
World with an incredible All-Star cast and Jack Davis
art. Varied storage wear as pictured.

It's A Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World
Poster/Program

88

A large scale Shaft Vinyl Theater Banner from 2019.
Banner measures just under 4'x12' and includes
hardware for set up. Hardware includes dowel rods
connectors. Banner is rolled and in overall great
condition with small signs of wear such as wrinkles
from being rolled. Please see photos for condition
details.

Shaft (2019) Vinyl Theater Banner - Large89

A Spinature turntable mini-bust figure of Michael Myers
from "Halloween II" produced by Waxwork Records in
2020. Figure is brand new, never opened, and still in
the original packaging. Box is in overall excellent
shape with minimal wear but has minor bubble and
edge abrasions. See pictures for further condition
details.

Halloween II Michael Myers Spinatures Figure90

A vintage folded original one sheet (27"x41") poster for,
"Three Tough Guys". Film was directed by Duccio
Tessari and stars Isaac Hayes, Lino Ventura, and
more. Poster is in overall nice visual shape but exhibits
signs of moderate wear such as edge wear, creases,
tears, tape residuals, tack holes, tanning, writing/stamp
marks on the back (which has partially bled to the
front), and areas of fold wear and or fold separation.
See pictures for further condition details.

Three Tough Guys 1974 Blaxploitation 1sh
Poster

91

A folded original one sheet poster for the 1983 film,
"Joysticks", an American Comedy about a group of
dedicated gamers battling to save an arcade. Movie

Joysticks 1983 One-Sheet Poster92

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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was directed by Greydon Clark and stars Joe Don
Baker and Leif Green. One-sheet measures 27"x41".
Poster is in overall great shape but exhibits signs of
light wear along the folds as well as some creasing in
the corners. See pictures for further condition details.
Frame is not included. Frame is not included.

Lot includes an international (Belgian) 14" x 21" poster
and an advance 21 3/4" x 16 3/4" fold out mini-poster
for the Disney movie, Tron. Both are complete. Overall
good shape with some general storage wear as
pictured.

Tron 1982 Belgian Poster + Promo Mini-Poster93

4 full sized posters and an Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland (1972)  program with record. Posters
include: Lady and The Tramp (1986 rerelease), Snow
White and the 7 Dwarves (1980s reissue, 2-sided),
Mickeys Birthday Party Show (1978) and Disney All
Summer 3 great classic movies (1978, Jungle Book,
The Cat From Outer Space and Hot Lead and Cold
Feet). Note that the studio originally called Hot Lead
and Cold Feet, Welcome to Bloodshy. This poster is
corrected with a taped over logo title (rare!). All posters
are full sized, complete and are in varied condition as
pictured. The Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
program is a softcover that measures 8 1/2" x 10 3/4"
and comes with a 33 1/3rpm 7 inch record. Program
has cover wear and record has average surface
scuffing.

Disney 1970s/80s Movie Poster Lot + More94

A vintage original one sheet poster for, "9 to 5". Film
was directed by Colin Higgins and stars Dolly Parton,
Jane Fonda, Lily Tomlin, and more. Poster is in overall
great visual shape but exhibits signs of light to
moderate general wear such as edge wear, creases,
and foxing. Additionally, the bottom left corner has
been previously torn. See pictures for further condition
details.

9 to 5 (1980) Dolly Parton/Jane Fonda 1sh
Poster

95

A vinyl Theater Banner of the 2003 film Hulk. Banner
measures approximately 8'X5'. Banner is rolled and in
overall nice condition with some signs of wear such as
scuffing, velcro residue, debris and some wrinkles.
Please see photos for condition details.

Hulk (2003) -  Vinyl Theater Banner96

A 2002 promotional Gimli and Legolas #385 cardboard

LOTR #385 Gimli & Legolas 2002 Cardboard
Standee

97

LOT #
cutout standee. Lifesize and measures roughly 32" x
70" tall. A stock photo has been utilized for the first
image and some visual discrepancies may be present.
See pictures for further condition details.

Lot includes Here and Now (1983) 8 lobby card set and
press kit with production information and 3 B&W
photos in original folder, Another You (Gene
Wilder/Richard Pryor)1991 press kit with production
information and 4 B&W photos, and the Richard Pryor
on Sunset Strip 1982 movie poster magazine. Overall
nice shape with condition as pictured.

Richard Pryor Lobby Card/Press Kit/More Lot98

Three folded one-sheet posters for various action and
adventure movies such as "Ator", "Treasure of the Four
Crowns", and "Timerider". One-sheets measure
27"x41". Poster are in overall nice shape but exhibits
signs of wear along the folds, light creases, and spots
of discoloration. See pictures for further condition
details.

Assorted Action/Adventure One-Sheet Poster
Lot (3)

99

Eleven vintage to modern movie one sheet posters.
Includes movies primarily from the 1980s to 2000s and
one personality poster of Pawl Newman. Condition as
pictured. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage to Modern Movie One Sheet Poster Lot
of 11

99a

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "The
Godfather: Part II". Film was directed by Francis Ford
Coppola and stars Robert De Niro, Al Pacino, and
more. Poster is in overall nice visual shape but exhibits
signs of moderate general wear such as edge wear,
tack holes, tanning, creases, and areas of fold wear
and or fold separation.  Additionally, the poster has
been laminated and the lamination does have portions
of rippling.  See pictures for further condition details.

The Godfather: Part II 1974 Coppola 1sh
Poster

100

Lot of 9 posters. Rain Man (1988, x2), Superman IV
(1987), Little Shop of Horrors (24" x18" video release
with Jack Nicholson), Fresh Horses (1988, x2), and
Tough Guys (1986, x3). Posters are all rolled and all
measure 27" x 41" with the exception of the Little Shop
of Horrors video release. Posters have varied general
wear as pictured.

1980s Movie Posters Lot100a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Halloween III: Season of the Witch Spinatures set
which includes the Witch, Jack-O-Lantern, & Skeleton
Turntable Mini-Figures produced by Wax Work
Records in 2020. Figures are new in box, never
opened, or removed. Packaging is in overall beautiful
condition but does have light storage wear present on
the corners and bubbles. Please see pictures for further
condition details.

Halloween III Spinatures Figures Lot of (3)101

A collection of vinyl movie theater banners including
The Interview (2014) and a Keanu (2016). Banners
measure approximately 8'X5'. Banners are rolled and
are in overall good condition with some signs of wear
such as light scuffing or wrinkles. Please see photos for
condition details.

The Interview + Keanu Theater Banner Lot of
(2)

102

Lot includes 8 posters. Footloose, Great Balls of Fire
(theatrical and video release), The Idolmaker, Bird,
Coal Miner's Daughter, Sweet Dreams and The Jazz
Singer. Posters are all full-sized and folded. Overall
nice condition with some varied wear as pictured.

1980s Music Themed Movie Poster Lot103

A vintage original 1979 one sheet poster for, "Star
Trek: The Motion Picture". Film was directed by Robert
Wise and stars William Shatner, Leonard Nimoy, and
more Measures roughly 23" x 36". Poster is in overall
nice visual shape with beautiful foil lettering but
exhibits signs of moderate to heavy general wear such
as edge wear, tack holes, tanning, creases, and areas
of roll wear. Additionally, the poster's white space has
been trimmed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Star Trek The Motion Picture Advance 1sh
Poster

104

Includes 3 posters and a press kit. A League of Their
Own (1992) press kit folder with 5 black and white stills
and production information) and the following full sized
posters: Eight Men Out (1989 video release), The
Scout (1994, Albert Brooks/Brendan Fraser) and For
Love of the Game  (1999, Kevin Costner). All posters
are folded. Overall the items in this lot are in nice
shape with some varied wear as pictured.

1980s/90s Sports Themed Movies
Posters/Press Kit

105

LOT #

A folded original one sheet poster for the 1983 film,
"WarGames". Movie was directed by John Badham
and stars Matthew Broderick and Ally Sheedy.
One-sheet measures 27"x41". Poster is in overall nice
shape and exhibits signs of wear along the folds as well
as scuffing and light creases. See pictures for further
condition details. Frame is not included. Frame is not
included.

WarGames 1983 One-Sheet Poster106

Lot includes a set of 8 mini lobby cards(color stills) and
the pressbook for the legendary horror film, The
Exorcist. Stills are in nice shape. The pressbook has
some cover wear as pictured, but is complete.

The Exorcist 1973 Pressbook/Stills Lot107

A collection of three bus shelter posters from 2018.
Includes Skyscraper, The Happytime Murders, and
Rampage. Bus Shelters measure approximately 4'x6'.
Posters are rolled and in overall good condition with
some wear along the edges and minor scuffing.
Rampage has a sizable tear on the bottom right corner.
Please see photos for condition details.

Assorted 2018 Bus Shelter Posters Lot of (3)108

A vintage folded original one sheet (27"x41") poster for,
"Salomè". Film was directed by Claude d'Anna and
stars Pamela Salem and Thomas Milian. Poster is in
overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs of light to
moderate wear such as edge wear, creases,
writing/stamp marks on the back, and areas of fold
wear and or fold separation. See pictures for further
condition details.

Salome 1986 Claude d'Anna Pamela Salem 1sh
Poster

109

14" 36" insert poster and 8 lobby cards from the 1966
film, A Man Called Adam starring Sammy Davis Jr.
Overall nice shape with little wear as pictured.

A Man Called Adam Lobby
Cards/Poster/Sammy Davis

110

A brand new and factory sealed M3GAN Original
Motion Picture Soundtrack double LP colored vinyl
record set produced by Waxwork Records in 2022.
Packaging is in overall excellent condition. See
pictures for further condition details.

M3GAN/MEGAN OST Waxwork Records
Double LP Vinyl

111

3 original full sized movie posters. Includes Cactus
Flower (1969), There's A Girl In My Soup (1971) and

1960s/70s Goldie Hawn Comedies Movie
Poster Lot

112

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Dollars (1971). Overall good shape with varied
condition as pictured.

Three folded one-sheet posters for various
Comedy/Sci-fi and thriller movies such as "The Man
With Two Brains", "Zapped", and "Hanky Panky".
One-sheets measure 27"x41". Poster are in overall
great shape but exhibits signs of wear along the folds
and light creases. See pictures for further condition
details.

Assorted Comedy/Sci-fi and More Poster Lot
of (3)

113

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "The
Conformist", an Italian political drama film. Film was
directed by Bernardo Bertolucci, distributed by
Paramount Pictures, and stars Dominique Sanda,
Gaston Moschin, and more. Poster is in overall nice
visual shape but exhibits signs of moderate general
wear such as edge wear, tears, tanning, tack holes,
creases, and areas of fold wear and or fold separation.
See pictures for further condition details.

The Conformist 1971 Bertolucci B-Style 1sh
Poster

114

Two bus shelter posters for the 2019 film Lego Movie
2: The Second Part. Includes an IMAX poster and
Advance B poster. Bus Shelters measure
approximately 4'x6'. Posters are rolled and in overall
great condition with some signs of wear such as light
scuffing or light creases. Please see photos for
condition details.

Lego Movie 2 (2019) - Bus Shelter Lot of (2)115

Lot includes a 27" x 41" theatrical poster (folded) and a
press kit with folder, 13 color slides, 3 B&W photos and
program. The press kit contents are in excellent
condition, folder has some cover wear. The poster is
complete, but does have some edge and general wear
as pictured. 

Rugrats The Movie (1998) Poster/Press Kit116

Lot includes 6 posters. Things are Tough All Over
(1982,Cheech and Chong), The Groove Tube (1974,
Ken Shapiro), The Big Bus (1976,Stockard Channing),
Swap Meet  (1979,Danny DeVito), Record City
(1977,Ed Begley Jr.), and Assault of Killer Bimbos
(1988 video release). Posters are in overall good shape
with some varied wear as pictured.

1970s/80s Comedy Movie Posters Lot117

LOT #

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for,
"Corvette Summer". Film was directed by Matthew
Robbins and stars Mark Hamill, Annie Potts, and more.
Poster is in overall great visual shape but exhibits signs
of light general wear such as edge wear, creases, and
areas of fold wear and or fold separation. See pictures
for further condition details.

Corvette Summer '78 Mark Hamill B-Style 1sh
Poster

118

Lot includes 2 movie posters and a press kit. press kit
is for Terminator 2 (1991). This comes with folder,
production information and 6 black and white stills.
Original movie posters include Highlander (1986) and
Outland (1981) both starring Sean Connery. The
contents of the press kit are in excellent condition. The
folder has some cover wear. Both posters are folded
and measure 27" x 41" with some general/edge wear
as pictured.

1980s/90s Adventure/Sci-Fi Movie
Posters/Press Kit

119

A folded original one sheet poster for the 1982 film,
"The Dark Crystal", a Fantasy movie directed by Jim
Henson and Frank Oz. One-sheet measures 27"x41".
Poster is in overall nice shape and exhibits signs of
wear along the folds as well as shows some scuffs and
spots of discoloration. See pictures for further condition
details. Frame is not included.

Dark Crystal 1982 One-Sheet Poster120

Two Star Wars Fathead posters (Darth Vader and
Stormtrooper) and one promotional Pepsi Call Upon
Yoda poster. Fatheads are new and unopened. Call of
Yoda poster's condition as photographed but has
separated from the back of the poster. See pictures for
further condition details.

Star Wars Fathead & Yoda Posters Lot of (3)120a

A Universal Monsters Spinature turntable mini-bust
figure of Frankenstein's Bride from "The Bride of
Frankenstein" produced by Waxwork Records in 2020.
Figure is brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. Box is in overall excellent shape
with minimal wear but has minor bubble abrasions. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Bride of Frankenstein Spinatures Figure121

A collection of three assorted bus shelter posters from
various years. Includes a Toy Story (1995) Woody and
Bo Peep Teaser, The Mask of Zorro (1998), and
Hollywoodland (2006). Bus Shelters vary in size from

Assorted Bus Shelter Lot of (3)122

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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4'x6 to around 3 1/2' x 5 1/2'. Posters are rolled and in
overall nice condition with some scuffs, and debris.
Please see photos for condition details.

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "Fiddler
on the Roof", a musical/drama film. Film was directed
by Norman Jewison and stars Chaim Topol, Rosalind
Harris, and more. Poster is in overall great visual
shape but exhibits signs of light to moderate general
wear such as edge wear, edge tanning, creases, tape,
portions of writing on the back, and areas of fold wear
and or fold separation. See pictures for further
condition details.

Fiddler on the Roof 1972 United Artists 1sh
Poster

123

The Ten Commandments pressbook measures 22" x
17" with 22 pages. The program measures 9" x 12 with
16 pages. Overall good shape with condition as
pictured.

The Ten Commandments Pressbook +
Program 1956

124

Lot includes 6 lobby cards from the 1956 film, The Ten
Commandments. Includes one duplicate. They
measure 11" x 14" with condition as pictured.

The Ten Commandments Lobby Card Lot of
(6) 1956

125

A collection of three Diamond Comics Marvel Promo
posters from 2013 to 2014. Includes Captain America,
Death of Wolverine, and Ant-Man. Posters measure
36"x24". Posters are pre-folded and in excellent
condition. Please see photos for further condition
details.

Marvel Comic Promo Poster Lot of (3)125a

Original movie souvenir program with art and cast
photos. 9 1/4" x 12 1/2". 32 pages. nice shape with little
wear as pictured.

The Ten Commandments Movie Program 1956126

A vintage original one sheet poster for, "Woyzeck".
Film was directed by Werner Herzog and stars Klaus
Kinski, Eva Mattes, and more. Poster is in overall nice
visual shape but exhibits signs of moderate general
wear such as edge wear, tack holes, tanning, creases,
and areas of fold wear and or fold separation.
Additionally, the poster's white space has been
trimmed. See pictures for further condition details.

Woyzeck (1979) Werner Herzog Vintage US 1sh
Poster

127

LOT #

An Alita: Battle Angel IMAX Bus Shelter from 2019.
Bus shelter measures approximately 4'x6'. Poster is
rolled and is in overall great condition with some signs
of wear such as light scuffing or wear along the edges.
Please see photos for condition details.

Alita: Battle Angel (2019) IMAX Bus Shelter128

Lot includes the 1966 rerelease movie poster for the
film, The Ten Commandments (1956), and souvenir
program for The Robe (1953). The poster measures
27" x 41", is folded and is in nice shape with some
minor creasing. The Robe program is in good shape
with some minor cover wear as pictured.

Ten Commandments/The Robe
Poster/Program Lot

129

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the cult
classic B-movie, "Ski Party", a winter themed Beach
Party film. Features Frankie Avalon and Annette
Funicello. Poster is in overall great shape but exhibits
signs of light general wear such as edge wear, creases,
staining, small tears, and areas of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

Ski Party 1965 Frankie Avalon/Funicello 1sh
Poster

130

Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan 1982 Italian 2 Sheet
Movie Poster. There are some rips and hole in the
poster along the fold lines. There is fraying on the
edges and light browning. The poster is approximately
55" x 39".  Please see pictures for further condition
details.

Star Trek II The Wrath of Khan Italian 2sh
Poster

131

1965 hardcover program. Signed by director George
Stevens and actress Carroll Baker. This was originally
purchased from the legendary, Kenneth G. Lawrence's
Movie Memorabilia Shop of Hollywood. The
autographs do not come with a certificate of
authenticity, but are believed to be genuine by Back to
the Past. The program has some cover wear as
pictured.

The Greatest Story Ever Told HC
Program/Signed!

132

Four vintage 1980 Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back
posters produced primarily by Factors, Etc., Inc. The
Darth Vader focused poster measures roughly 20"x28"
for reference. Condition as pictured. See pictures for
further condition details.

Star Wars Empire Strikes Back 1980 Poster Lot
of 4

132a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Four folded one-sheet posters for various horror
movies such as "The Entity", "One Dark Night", "The
Sender", and "Murder By Phone". One-sheets measure
27"x41". Poster are in overall great shape but exhibits
signs of wear along the folds and light creases. See
pictures for further condition details.

Assorted Horror One-Sheet Poster Lot of (4)133

Lot includes 4 posters, a program and stills. Posters
include: The Deep (1977, 17" x 56" fold out insert
poster), Time After Time (1978 (HG Wells), The Black
Stallion (1979) and Mystery of the Gods (William
Shatner, 1976). Also included is a program from
Marooned (1969 Gregory Peck, David Janssen) with 2
color and 13 black and white stills. Program and stills
are in nice shape withe little wear. The posters appear
to be in overall nice shape with some varied wear as
pictured.

1960s/70s Adventure/Sci-Fi Posters/More Lot134

A large scale Batman VS Superman Vinyl Banner from
2016. Banner measures just under 5'x10'. Banner is
rolled and in overall good condition with some signs of
wear such as wrinkles or scuffing. Please see photos
for condition details.

Batman VS Superman (2016) Vinyl Banner -
Large

135

A vintage folded original one sheet (27"x41") poster for,
"Little Fauss and Big Halsy". Film was directed by
Sidney J. Furie and stars Robert Redford. Poster is in
overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs of moderate
wear such as edge wear, creases, tearing, portions of
tape on the back of the poster, and areas of fold wear
and or fold separation. See pictures for further
condition details.

Little Fauss & Big Halsy (1970) Redford 1sh
Poster

136

Lot includes: Americathon one-sheet movie poster
(1979 Elvis Costello/Meatloaf), pressbooks for Xanadu
(1980 Olivia Newton-John) and American Hot Wax
(1978), a program for Can't Stop the Music (1980,
pseudo biography of the Village People) and a press kit
for All That Jazz (1979) with folder and set of 8 mini
lobby cards (color stills). Program, pressbooks and
press kit are in overall nice shape with varied wear.
The one-sheet measures 27" x 41. Folded. Overall
good shape with some general edge wear with fold
creases. Minor spotting on bottom left corner of poster.

1970s/80s Music Related
Poster/Pressbook/Programs

137

LOT #

Lot includes the 14" x 36 " folded insert poster for
Sixteen Candles (1984) and the press kit with folder,
production information and 9 black and white stills for
Pretty in Pink (1986). press kit contents are in excellent
condition with some cover wear to the folder. The
Sixteen Candles movie poster has some edge/general
wear as pictured.

Pretty in Pink/Sixteen Candles Press Kit &
Poster

138

Lot includes 6 movie posters and 3 press kits. press
kits include: Bruce Almighty (Jim Carrey, 1993) with
folder, production information and photo CD), Osmosis
Jones (Bill Murray, 2001) with folder, production and
info and 1 black and white still and Beavis and
Butthead Do America (1996) with folder, production
information and 6 black and white stills. Movie posters
include: Star Trek Generations double-sided (1994)
Career Opportunities (1991), Catch Me if You Can
(2002, Tom Hanks) double-sided, Minority Report
double-sided Teaser (2002, Tom Cruise, Robin Hood
Men In Tights (Mel Brooks, 1993) double-sided  and
Thomas and the Magic Railroad 2000.  press kit
contents are in excellent condition. Folders have some
varied wear. Posters are 27" x 41" and have some
varied wear as pictured.

1990s/2000s Movie Posters/Press Kits Lot139

A folded original one sheet poster for the 1982 film,
"Halloween 3: Season of the Witch". Movie was
directed by Tommy Lee Wallace and stars Tom Atkins
and Stacey Nelkin. One-sheet measures 27"x41".
Poster is in overall great shape but exhibits signs of
light wear along the folds. See pictures for further
condition details. Frame is not included.

Halloween 3: Season of the Witch 1982 1Sh
Poster

140

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "The
Marquise of O...". Film was directed by Eric Rohmer
and stars Edith Clever, Bruno Ganz, and more. Poster
is in overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs of
moderate general wear such as edge wear, tack holes,
creases, and areas of fold wear and or fold separation.
See pictures for further condition details.

The Marquise of O... 1976 Eric Rohmer 1sh
Poster

141

A Universal Monsters Spinature turntable mini-bust
figure of Frankenstein's Monster from "Frankenstein"
produced by Waxwork Records in 2020. Figure is

Frankenstein Spinatures Figure Waxwork
Records

142

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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brand new, never opened, and still in the original
packaging. Box is in overall excellent shape with
minimal wear but has minor bubble abrasions. See
pictures for further condition details.

Ten modern movie posters, including double sided one
sheet posters and more! Conditions as pictured. See
pictures for further details.

Modern Movie Poster One Sheet & More
Poster Lot

142a

A collection of two double-sided vinyl movie theater
banners including a 2019 Captain Marvel/Dumbo, and
a 2016 Captain America: Civil War/Alice Through The
Looking Glass. Banners measure approximately 8'X5'.
Banners are rolled and are in overall good condition
with some signs of wear such as light scuffing or
wrinkles. Please see photos for condition details.

Captain Marvel/Captain America Theater
Banners (2)

143

Set of 8 mini-lobby cards (color stills) for the 1975 film,
Jaws. Overall good shape with condition as pictured.

Jaws 1975 Complete Set of 8 Color Stills144

A 2001 promotional Frodo Baggins #404 cardboard
cutout standee. Lifesize and measures roughly 18" x
50" tall. A stock photo has been utilized for the first
image and some visual discrepancies may be present.
See pictures for further condition details.

LOTR #404 Frodo Baggins 2001 Cardboard
Standee

145

A vintage folded original one sheet (27"x41") poster for,
"Orchestra Rehearsal". Film was directed by Federico
Fellini and stars Elizabeth Labi, Balduin Baas, and
more. Poster is in overall nice visual shape but exhibits
signs of light to moderate wear such as edge wear,
creases, tears, slight discoloration, and areas of fold
wear and or fold separation. See pictures for further
condition details.

Orchestra Rehearsal 1978 Fellini 1sh Poster146

Three folded one-sheet posters for various thriller
movies such as "Lords of Discipline", "Concrete
Jungle", and "Exposed". One-sheets measure 27"x41".
Poster are in overall great shape but exhibits signs of
wear along the folds, light creases and minor scuffs.
See pictures for further condition details.

Assorted Thriller and More Poster Lot of (3)147

Paris Blues (1961, Paul Newman), Calypso Joe (1957)
and Irish Eyes Are Smiling (1944) as well as souvenir

1940s-60s Music Themed Movie
Poster/Programs

148

LOT #
programs for Sweet Charity (1969, Shirley MacLaine),
and The Benny Goodman Story (1957, Steve Allen).
Programs are in overall good shape with moderate
cover wear.  Posters are all folded and measure 27" x
41" with the exception of Irish Eyes are Smiling (22" x
28" half sheet).

3 movie posters and a pressbook. Includes the
following posters, The Young Nurses (27" x 41"), Angel
(27" x 41", Donna Wilkes) and   Star Hops(27" x 41")
as well as  the pressbook for The Happy Hooker.
Posters are folded. The posters are in overall good
shape with some general edge wear with fold creasing.
The Star Hops poster  has some tape present on edges
as pictured. The  pressbook is in overall good shape
with moderate cover and edge wear as pictured.

Vintage Sexploitation Movie
Posters/Pressbook

149

Set of (8) 8" x 10" stills from the film. Overall nice
shape. Corner tack holes are present.

The Right Stuff (1983) Mini-Lobby Card/Stills
Set

150

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the 1951
re-release of the short comedy film, "The Little
Rascals: Framing Youth". Film was directed by Gordon
Douglas and was distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Poster is in overall nice shape but exhibits signs of
moderate general wear such as edge wear, creases,
tanning, tears, and areas of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

The Little Rascals Framing Youth 1951 1sh
Poster

151

A vintage folded original one sheet (27"x41") poster for,
"Monty Python's Life of Brian". Film was directed by
Terry Jones and stars John Cleese, Terry Jones, Terry
Gilliam, and more. Poster is in overall nice visual
shape but exhibits signs of moderate wear such as
edge wear, creases, tears, tack holes, staining, and
areas of fold wear and or fold separation. See pictures
for further condition details.

Monty Python Life of Brian 1979 Style B 1sh
Poster

152

Set of (8) 8" x 10" stills from the 1979 film. Overall
they are in excellent condition

Star Trek The Motion Picture Lobby Card/Stills
Set

153

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Three folded one-sheet posters for various horror/sci-fi
and mystery movies such as "Twilight Zone: The
Movie", "Parasite", and "Without A Trace". One-sheets
measure 27"x41". Poster are in overall great shape but
exhibits signs of wear along the folds and light creases.
See pictures for further condition details.

Assorted Horror and More Poster Lot of (3)154

Includes the official movie souvenir program, 2 black
and white stills (9 1/4" x 7") and 4 mini-lobby cards
(color stills). Stills are in nice shape. Program has
some cover wear as pictured.

Battlestar Galactica Movie Program with Stills
Lot

155

A collection of three Diamond Comics Marvel Promo
posters from 2014. Includes Ant-Man, Death of
Wolverine, and Squirrel Girl. Posters measure 36"x24".
Posters are pre-folded and in excellent condition.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Marvel Comic Promo Poster Lot of (3)155a

A vintage folded original 1975 R75/206 rerelease one
sheet (27"x41") poster for Disney's, "Treasure Island".
Film was directed by Byron Haskin and stars Robert
Newton, Bobby Driscoll, and more. Poster is in overall
nice visual shape but exhibits signs of light to moderate
wear such as edge wear, creases, tears, staining, and
areas of fold wear and or fold separation. See pictures
for further condition details.

Treasure Island 1975 Disney Rerelease 1sh
Poster

156

Two IMAX bus shelter posters for 2018 films Bohemian
Rhapsody and Captain Marvel. Bus Shelters measure
approximately 4'x6'. Posters are rolled and in overall
great condition with some wear along the edges and
creasing. Please see photos for condition details.

Bohemian Rhapsody + Captain Marvel IMAX
BusShelter

157

Lot includes a program, German language herald,
promo newspaper, (4) 8" x 10" mini-lobby cards (color
stills) and a publicity photo for the television broadcast
of the 1974 film, The Towering Inferno starring Paul
Newman, Steve McQueen, Faye Dunaway and more.
Items in this lot are in overall in nice shape with
condition as pictured.

Towering Inferno Program/Stills/German
Herald/More

158

LOT #

Lot includes 7 black and white publicity stills with studio
stamps on the back (stills vary in size, but are at least
7" x 7"). Also included is a 40th anniversary pressbook
(7 3/8" x 10 3/8"). This reproduction pressbook features
production information, concepts and more. Overall
nice shape with condition as pictured.

Willy Wonka (1971) Stills + 40th Ann.
Pressbook

159

A vintage rolled original one sheet teaser poster for,
"Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom". Film was
directed by Steven Spielberg and stars Harrison Ford.
Poster is in overall great visual shape but exhibits signs
of light general wear such as edge wear and creases.
See pictures for further condition details.

Indiana Jones & The Temple of Doom 1984
1sh Poster

160

A folded original one sheet poster for the 1982 film,
"Friday the 13th Part 3". Movie was directed by Steve
Miner and stars Richard Brooker and Dana Kimmel.
One-sheet measures 27"x41". Poster is in overall great
shape but exhibits signs of light wear along the folds as
well as some edgewear. See pictures for further
condition details. Frame is not included.

Friday the 13th Part 3 1982 One-Sheet Poster161

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the 1953
re-release of the short comedy film, "The Little
Rascals: The Pinch Singer". Film was directed by Fred
C. Newmeyer and was distributed by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Poster is in overall nice shape
but exhibits signs of moderate general wear such as
edge wear, creases, tanning, tears, and areas of fold
wear and or fold separation. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Little Rascals The Pinch Singer '53 1sh
Poster

162

Complete 8 card set from 1966. 11" x 14". This set
comes in the original bag. The lobby cards are in
beautiful condition with no tack holes. The original title
was Five Minutes to Live, but was named Door to Door
Maniac for rerelease in 1966. This movie is considered
to be a neo-noir crime film. This film was only one of
two theatrical film roles in which Cash performed
on-screen in his career.

Johnny Cash Door to Door Maniac Lobby Card
Set

163

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Two bus shelter posters for the films How To Train
Your Dragon 3: The Hidden World (2019) and Teen
Titans GO! To The Movies (2018). Bus Shelters
measure approximately 4'x6'. Posters are rolled and in
overall great condition. Please see photos for condition
details.

HTTYD 3 + Teen Titans GO! Movie Bus Shelter
Poster

164

A vintage 1976 A Slave of Love - Nikita Mikhalkov
movie poster. The poster is approximately 40 3/4" x 26
3/4". The poster has a few rips/tears, damaged corners,
and holes on the folds. There is some pencil
handwriting on the back. Please see pictures for further
condition details.

A Slave of Love 1976 Nikita Mikhalkov Movie
Poster

165

Three vintage 1980 Star Wars: The Empire Strikes
Back posters. Includes two Crisco Oil posters and a
1983 Fan Club Death Star poster. The Death Star
poster measures roughly 20"x27" for reference.
Condition as pictured. See pictures for further condition
details.

Star Wars Empire Strikes Back 1980 Poster Lot
of 3

165a

Complete 8 card set from 1961. 11" x 14". This set
comes in the original studio issued bag. The lobby
cards are in beautiful condition with no tack holes as
pictured. This lobby card set is from the original 1961
release. This film was renamed Door to Door Maniac
for rerelease in 1966. This movie is considered to be a
neo-noir crime film. This film was only one of two
theatrical film roles in which Cash performed on-screen
in his career.

Johnny Cash Five Minutes Left To Live Lobby
Cards

166

Lot includes an original one-sheet (27" x 41") for I walk
the Line (Gregory Peck stars with Johnny Cash music)
and (4) publicity stills (8" x 10" black and white) for the
documentary from (1969) entitled Johnny Cash - The
Man, His World, His Music. Stills are in nice shape with
little wear. The poster is folded. Overall nice shape with
an edge tear and corner and side taping where the
poster was originally hung for display. Poster has a
couple of small tear holes along the fold creases.

I Walk the Line (1970) Movie Poster + Cash
Stills

167

LOT #

Three folded one-sheet posters for various action
movies such as "Mad Max 2: Road Warrior", "Blue
Thunder", and "Fighting Back". One-sheets measure
27"x41". Poster are in overall nice shape but exhibits
signs of wear along the folds, light creases, and minor
spots of discoloration. See pictures for further condition
details.

Assorted Action Poster Lot of (3)168

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the cult
classic B-movie, "Maryjane", a marijuana exploitation
and scare tactic movie released by American
International Pictures. Poster is in great shape but
exhibits signs of light general wear such as edge wear,
creases, and areas of fold wear and or fold separation.
See pictures for further condition details.

Maryjane 1968 Marijuana Exploitation Film
Poster

169

A vintage folded original 'C' style one sheet poster for,
"Battlestar Galactica", a sci-fi film. Film was directed by
Richard A. Colla and stars Richard Hatch, Lorne
Greene, and more. Poster is in overall great shape but
exhibits signs of light general wear such as edge wear,
creases, and areas of fold wear and or fold separation.
See pictures for further condition details.

Battlestar Galactica 1978 C-Style Film 1sh
Poster

170

A Bus Shelter "Gauntlet" version teaser poster for the
2018 film Avengers: Infinity War. Poster measures
approximately 4'x6'. Poster is rolled and in overall good
condition with some signs of wear such as light scuffing
or light creases. Please see photos for condition
details.

Avengers: Infinity War - Gauntlet Teaser
Poster

171

This press kit for Indiana Jones and Temple of Doom
(1984) includes a folder, 2 black and white stills that
seemingly have publicist editorial notations on them,
an opening announcement and a 34 page production
information booklet. This contents of this kit are in
great shape with some cover wear to folder as pictured.

Indiana Jones/Temple of Doom Press Kit
(1984)

172

This press kit for Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade
(1989) includes a folder, 11 black and white stills and a
39 page production information booklet. This contents
of this kit are in great shape with some wear to folder.

Indiana Jones/Last Crusade Press Kit (1989)173

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A vintage folded original R-75 one sheet poster for
Walt Disney's, "The Strongest Man in the World". Film
was directed by Vincent McEveety and stars Kurt
Russell, Cesar Romero, and more. Poster is in overall
nice visual shape but exhibits signs of moderate
general wear such as edge wear, tack holes, tanning,
creases, and areas of fold wear and or fold separation.
See pictures for further condition details.

The Strongest Man in the World Disney 1sh
Poster

174

Six vintage promotional Star Wars posters produced by
the Coca-Cola Company from 1977-. Includes the
complete 1977 set for Star Wars: A New Hope #1-4..
The Death Star poster measures roughly 20"x27" for
reference. Condition as pictured. See pictures for
further condition details.

Star Wars 1977-1983 Coca-Cola Poster Lot of 6174a

A folded original one sheet poster for the 1982 "TRON"
film, a science fiction action adventure movie. Movie
was directed by Steven Lisberger and stars Jeff
Bridges. One-sheet measures 27"x41". Poster is in
overall great shape with wear around the folds, light
scuffing and some creases. See pictures for further
condition details. Frame is not included.

TRON 1982 One-Sheet Poster175

Play It Again Sam (1976 rerelease, Woody
Allen),Semi-Tough (1977, Burt Reynolds) Hello Down
There (1969 Janet Leigh/Tony Randall), Pussycat,
Pussycat, I Love You (1970, starring Ian McShane
sequel to What's New Pussycat?) and Fuzz (1972,
Raquel Welch). Posters are all folded and are all full
theatrical sized. Overall nice shape with some varied
wear as pictured. Please note that Hello Down There
and Rat Race posters have more than average edge
wear with tape or tack holes where the poster was hung
for display. 

1960s/70s Comedy/Action Films Movie Poster
Lot

176

Lot includes 2 movie posters and a program. The
program is from the 1955 film, Guys and Dolls. The
movie posters are from the films Dirty Dingus Magee
(1970) and All The Way (1966 rerelease of the 1957
film, The Joker Is Wild). The one-sheets are in overall
good shape with some general edge wear. The All the
Way poster has some edge and crease tears as
pictured. The program is in overall good shape and
complete, but does have some cover wear.

1950s-70s Frank Sinatra Movie
Posters/Program Lot

177

LOT #

A Deadpool 2 IMAX bus shelter poster from 2018. Bus
shelter is the Taxi/Bicycle version poster. Bus Shelters
measure approximately 4'x6'. Poster is rolled and in
overall great condition with some signs of wear such as
light creases near the edges. Please see photos for
condition details.

Deadpool 2 (2018) IMAX Bus Shelter - Taxi178

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "Lone
Wolf and Cub: Baby Cart to Hades", a Japanese
martial arts film. Movie is also known as, "Lightning
Swords of Death". Film was directed by Kenji Misumi
and stars Tomisaburo Wakayama, Akihiro Tomikawa,
and more. Poster is in overall great visual shape but
exhibits signs of light general wear such as edge wear,
blunted corners, portions of writing on the back, and
areas of fold wear and or fold separation. See pictures
for further condition details.

Lone Wolf & Cub: Baby Cart to Hades '74 1sh
Poster

179

A turntable mini-bust figure of the Politician from John
Carpenter's 1988 sci-fi/horror film, "They Live",
produced by Waxwork Records in 2020. Figure is
brand new, never opened, and still in the original
packaging. Box is in overall excellent shape with minor
wear but has slight bubble and box abrasions. See
pictures for further condition details.

They Live Politician Spinatures Figure180

Press Kit comes with folder, cast biographies,
production information, exhibitor bulletin and info 1
black and white still in a Columbia Pictures bag.
Contents of press kit are in great shape with cover
wear to folder as pictured. 

Ghostbusters II Press Kit (1989)181

A folded original one sheet poster for the 1982 film,
"The Thing". Movie was directed by John Carpenter
and stars Kurt Russel and Keith David. One-sheet
measures 27"x41". Poster is in overall great shape with
wear around the folds and tack holes. See pictures for
further condition details.

The Thing 1982 One-Sheet Poster182

Lot includes 3 movie posters, 1 program and 2 press
kits. Posters include: Brainstorm (1983, Christopher
Walken), GoBots Battle of Rock Lords (1986) and
Woman in Red (1984, Gene Wilder, Kelly LeBrock).
The program offered is an original E.T. the Extra
Terrestrial (Japanese). Press kits include The Dead

1980s-90s Movie Poster/Press Kits/Program
Lot

183

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Zone (1983, Christopher Walken) folder, info and
sealed bag with set of 9 photos and Wild at Heart
(1993) Press Kit material (No folder. Production
information and 6 Black and white stills only). Posters
are 27" x 41" and folded. Overall good shape with
general edge wear and some creasing. The GoBots
poster has more than average wear as pictured. The
E.T. program is in great shape. Press kit contents are
in excellent condition with cover wear to Dead Zone
folder.

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the 1971
theatrical re-release of, "2001: A Space Odyssey", a
cult classic sci-fi film which was directed by Stanley
Kubrick. Poster is in overall great shape but exhibits
signs of light general wear such as edge wear, creases,
and areas of fold wear and or fold separation. See
pictures for further condition details.

2001: A Space Odyssey 1971 Re-Release 1sh
Poster

184

A large scale PVC Theater Banner for the 2007 film
Spider-Man 3. Banner measures approximately 3'x6.5'.
Banner is rolled and in overall great condition with
small signs of wear such as light chipping around the
bottom edge. Please see photos for condition details.

Spider-Man 3 (2007) Large PVC Theater Banner184a

Lot of 5 posters. Includes: More American Graffiti
(1979, Mouse/Kelley art), The Color Purple
(1985,Spielberg), Cocoon (1985, Ron Howard),
Postcards From The Edge (1991 video release, Carrie
Fisher book) and Subway To The Stars (1988, Carlos
Diegues). Posters are full sized and are folded. Overall
nice shape with some varied edge/general wear as
pictured.

1970s-90s Movie Poster Lot185

A Mission Impossible: Fallout IMAX Bus Shelter from
2018. Bus shelter measures approximately 4'x6'.
Poster is rolled and is in overall great condition with
some signs of wear such as light scuffing or wear along
the edges. Please see photos for condition details.

Mission Impossible Fallout (2018) IMAX Bus
Shelter

186

Lot of 8 posters. Boston Strangler (1968, Tony Curtis),
Cry for Me, Billy (1972 western), The Great Race
(1965, Tony Curtis), Viva Maria (1966, Brigitte Bardot),
Slumber Party '57 (1976), Capricorn One (1978, O.J.
Simpson), Number One (1969, Charlton Heston) and
Goodbye Norma Jean (1976, Misty Rowe). Posters are

1960s-70s Movie Poster Lot187

LOT #
full sized and are folded. Overall nice shape with some
varied edge/general wear as pictured.

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the 1972
re-release of, "Song of the South", Disney's
controversial live action musical film. Film was directed
by Wilfred Jackson and Harve Foster and stars James
Baskett, Hattie McDaniel, and more. Poster is in overall
great visual shape but exhibits signs of light to
moderate general wear such as edge wear, edge
tanning, creases, and areas of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

Song of the South '72 Disney Re-Release 1sh
Poster

188

A folded original one sheet poster for the 1984 film,
"Class of 1984", a crime thriller film of a new teacher at
a troubled inner-city high school who ends up clashing
with a delinquent punk posse who run the institute with
an iron fist. Movie was directed by Mark L. Lester and
stars Tim Van Patten and Perry King. One-sheet
measures 27"x41". Poster is in overall great shape with
some light wear along the folds and minor creasing.
See pictures for further condition details. Frame is not
included.

Class of 1984 Movie One-Sheet Poster189

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the cult
classic B-movie, "The Trip", a psychedelic drama film
about experimentation with LSD. Movie was directed
by Roger Corman with screenplay by Jack Nicholson.
Poster is in overall great shape but exhibits signs of
light general wear such as edge wear, creases, portions
of discoloration, and areas of fold separation and fold
wear. See pictures for further condition details.

The Trip 1967 Jack Nicholson/Peter Fonda
Poster

190

3 movie posters and a pressbook. Includes the
following posters, Scorchy (58" x 19 3/4" door poster
featuring Connie Stevens), Back Pack Girls (27" x 41")
and Linda Lovelace for President  (27" x 41") as well as
the pressbook for Scorchy. Posters are folded. The
posters are in overall nice shape with some general
edge wear and fold creasing. Scorchy and Linda
Lovelace For President posters have tape present on
edges as pictured. The Scorchy poster has some
tearing along the folds. The pressbook is in overall
good shape with moderate cover edge wear as
pictured.

Vintage Sexploitation Movie
Posters/Pressbook

191

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A vintage original mounted one sheet Advance poster
for, "Scarface". Film was directed by Brian De Palma
and stars Al Pacino, Michelle Pfeiffer, and more. Due
to the fiber board mounting, the poster has been cut to
size and measures roughly 25" x 39". Poster is in
overall great visual shape but exhibits signs of
moderate general wear such as edge wear, creases,
and portions of foxing/staining. See pictures for further
condition details.

Scarface (1983) Brian De Palma Advance 1sh
Poster

192

A vinyl Theater Banner of the 2009 film Watchmen.
Theater banner is double-sided and features characters
The Comedian and Dr. Manhattan on either side.
Banner measures approximately 8'X5'. Banner is rolled
and in overall good condition with some signs of wear
such as scuffing. Please see photos for condition
details.

Watchmen (2009) -  Comedian/Manhattan
Banner

193

Lot includes 2 pressbooks, a pressbook ad supplement
and 3 programs. Programs include: Story of Gone With
the Wind souvenir book (32 pages, 1967 for TV debut),
Orca (1977, souvenir 3-D pop-up), Apocalypse Now
(1979). Pressbooks include: The Wild, Wild World of
Jayne Mansfield (1968) and Lady Sings the Blues
(1972, Diana Ross) as well as the pressbook ad
supplement for Godfather Part II (1974). Overall nice
shape with condition as pictured.

1960s/70s Pressbook/Program Lot194

An over-sized 66"x50" vinyl poster of Marvel's Original
Sin by artist Arthur Adams. Poster comes rolled and in
great condition with minor signs of storage wear.
Please see pictures for condition details.

Marvel Original Sin Arthur Adams Oversized
Poster

194a

A 2002 promotional Hobbits (Frodo, Sam, Merry, and
Pippin) #406 cardboard cutout standee. Lifesize and
measures roughly 46" x 51" tall. A stock photo has
been utilized for the first image and some visual
discrepancies may be present. See pictures for further
condition details.

LOTR #406 Hobbits 2001 Cardboard Standee195

Lot includes 3 movie posters and a lobby card set.
Posters include: For Whom The Bell Tolls (1943,
Mexican version poster based on the Ernest
Hemingway novel that stars Gary Cooper and Ingrid

1940s-60s Movie Poster/Lobby Card Set Lot196

LOT #
Bergman, 27 3/8" x 37 3/8"), Champion (1955
rerelease/ of the 1949 Kirk Douglas boxing film, 27" x
41"), Yes Sir, Mr. Bones (1951 half sheet). Lot also
includes the Flesh and Flame lobby card set (8 card
from the 1961 rerelease of the 1954 starring Lana
Turner). Posters have varied condition as pictured. The
lobby card set is in nice shape with original studio bag.

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for,
"Apocalypse Now", an American Vietnam war film. Film
was directed by Francis Ford Coppola and stars Marlon
Brando, Harrison Ford, Laurence Fishburne, Dennis
Hopper, and more. Poster is in overall nice visual
shape but exhibits signs of moderate to heavy general
wear such as edge wear, blunted corners, portions of
writing and unknown substances on the back, tears,
and areas of fold wear and or fold separation. See
pictures for further condition details.

Apocalypse Now (1979) Coppola & Brando 1sh
Poster

197

Lot of (6) 14" x 11" lobby/window cards and the Movie
Special souvenir program. The cards are in good shape
with some general wear and were repurposed with
pressbook clippings for the movie, Hot Moves on the
backside. The program is in VG+/Fine condition.

2010 (1984) Lobby/Window Cards + Program198

Press Kit press kit includes folder, production
information, cast bios, and photo captions packs as
well as 26 black and white stills. Contents of press kit
are in excellent condition. Folder has cover wear as
pictured.

Superman III (1983) Press Kit199

A folded original one sheet poster for the 1999 film,
"Star Wars: The Phantom Menace". Movie was
directed by George Lucas and stars Liam Neeson,
Ewan McGregor, and Natalie Portman. One-sheet
measures 27"x41". Poster is in overall great shape with
light wear around the folds. See pictures for further
condition details.

Star Wars The Phantom Menace Episode I
1999 1sh

199a

A folded original one sheet poster for the 1982 film,
"E.T The Extra-Terrestrial". Movie was directed by
Steven Spielberg and stars Henry Thomas and Drew
Barrymore. One-sheet measures 27"x41". Poster is in
overall great shape but exhibits signs of wear along the
folds and creasing in the upper right corner. See

E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial 1982 One-Sheet
Poster

200

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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pictures for further condition details. Frame is not
included.

Lot of 2 one-sheets from the 1982 horror/sci fi film, The
Thing. N.S.S. 820044. 27" x 41". Both posters have
edge and crease wear as pictured.

The Thing (1982) One-Sheet Movie Poster Lot
of (2)

200a

Lot includes the souvenir program and (4) 8" x 10" mini
lobby cards (color stills). Overall nice shape with some
light cover wear on program as pictured.

Superman II (1981) Program + Lobby Cards201

Lot includes Superman II (1981) teaser poster and
Supergirl (1984) poster. Both posters are 27" x 41".
Both are folded. The teaser poster has tack holes in the
corner with general edge wear and some small fold
holes. The Supergirl poster some general wear with no
tack holes.

Superman II Teaser + Supergirl Movie Posters202

Lot includes (6) 8" x 10" mini lobby cards (color stills),
the official souvenir program and a pressbook. Stills
are in great shape. Program and pressbook are in nice
shape with some cover wear as pictured.

Superman the Movie (1978)
Program/Stills/Pressbook

203

Lot includes the full set of 8 lobby cards (11" x 14") and
a what we believe to be 2nd print program for Star
Wars (1977). Lobby cards are in overall nice shape
with some general edge wear (condition as pictured).
The program is complete and has some cover wear as
pictured.

Empire Strikes Back Lobby Cards+Star Wars
Program

204

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.


